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the more you use edius the more you will find it is an absolute pleasure to use. and you will find ways to use it that you never knew were possible. if you are a serious multi-cam editor edius is the only system you need. the price for all this is almost as good as the hard disk version but that is not because we are
greedy. the price is simply because we have to keep the price down for you to get the software. we need to keep the price low so that you can afford it. you can afford it and edius can afford it. when you are working with edius you are working in a completely different environment. you are not dealing with

multiple layers of media data files which are often not synced. you are dealing with clips which are much better behaved than the media files they were originally derived from. edius is not stuck in the past but works in the future. several 3rd party plugins work with edius including: automatic gain control (agc)
anamorphic accelerate black & white color color correction edge eyeball format grading hdr lens level matte ridder s&w s&m vfx video from edius 7.5 and later you can record stereoscopic 3d video, in either 4:3 or 16:9, mono or stereo. each eye is recorded to a separate video track. each eye is recorded on an

individual and separate track. with edius 7.5 and later you can then go into the edius edit window and set the clip to play only for one eye. you can then switch between the two clips without messing up your timeline.5 and later you can also adjust the volume of each eye. in edius 7.6 and later you can also
adjust the color balance and saturation of the two tracks.
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edius has all the controls you would expect and is fully integrated with a lot of the other features of the software. you can add fades, fades to keyframes, dim or brighten clips, roll, fade in and fade out, match clip speed to the audio, see how many clips are left, see the length of the clips in the bin and check the quality of the clip and much more.
you can also add custom audio and video effects to the clip or apply to all clips in the clip bin. edius has a number of built in effects, such as a simple dissolve and a chroma key, and you can apply the built in effects as well as add effects from the media library using a timeline browser. you can split frames, add frames, add images or add

transitions to the clips and it can add so many different effects to the clip that it can be difficult to know where to start. effects can be applied to the timeline or to individual clips. you can add effects to the timeline and even apply them to all clips at once. edius can export to a number of formats, including prores, avid dnxhd, prores 4444, prores
422 and quicktime and you can create a variety of output files with all the settings to suit your needs. you can create a composite file using the nle or you can output separate files for each clip, which you can then organise into folders and sub-folders and even burn to discs or other media. there are so many other features that edius has, including

the ability to use multiple audio and video tracks at once, a dedicated colour corrector and calibrator and a dedicated colour corrector and calibrator, trimming and editing features, audio and video fades, alternate audio and video effects and so much more. 5ec8ef588b
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